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Chapter - 9
SPECIFIC ACTIONS FOR LINE DEPARTMENTS
9 .1 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions – Agriculture, Horticulture,
and Sericulture Departments
9.1.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.1.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 To direct the officers of all levels in the department, for high level preparedness to ensure
the safety of buildings of department and other assets.
 To appoint one communication officer to coordinate with the emergency control room of
the disaster management department.
 To direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to
the sub division officers, Deputy Commissioner, disaster management agencies and other
local administration.
 Informing the relevant offices and people about daily weather and also issuing the press
bulletin on this matter.
 Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
 Establish coordination with flood information centre at district level before the seasonal
floods.
 Establish coordination with flood information sub centre at local level before seasonal
floods.

9.1.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level committees and other key stakeholders.
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Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
Organise initial assessment for damages and immediate, short term and long term needs
as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.1.1.3 Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
 Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee and food and nutrition
and search and rescue committee to shift the agriculture equipments, seeds, fertilizers etc.
to the safe places during floods.
 Storage of seeds and other agriculture resources at safe and comfortable places so that the
damaged storage could be easily rehabilitated.
 Assessment of the damaged crops, dams, drainage system, water resource etc. and
arrangement of the resources to make them functional. By doing this, the irrigation and
cropping mechanism will start again.
 Support with search and rescue, relief programs etc by connecting with nodal agencies
for different essential support functions.
 Ensuring adequate facility of efficient and monitoring force in the affected areas.
 Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.1.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures is in place and there is no further risk to
life, property and environment due to infrastructure and responsibilities of animal and
fisheries department. Give status report to EOC and ESF nodal agencies.
 Ensure the maintenance of seeds, food, grains, manure needs etc. have been owned by
community level committees and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, health committee, ESF
nodal agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and leanings.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
 Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
 Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
 Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.1.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
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Implement recovery plans.
Ensure the departmental resources like equipments, seeds, food, fertilizer, agriculture
resource material, finances etc used for emergency purpose are accounted and recouped
as soon as possible.
Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks. life, property and environment due to infrastructure and responsibilities of
animal and fisheries department. Give status report to EOC and ESF nodal agencies.
Ensure the maintenance of seeds, food, grains, manure needs etc. have been owned by
community level committees and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in place.
Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, health committee, ESF
nodal agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and leanings.
In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9 .1.2 DRR and Mitigation actions:
9.1.2.1 Mainstreaming DRR into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
The agriculture department looks after the
 Ensure all construction is earthquake
agriculture growth and promotes new
resilient.
technologies, seeds, cropping pattern.
 Agriculture extension centres must be
flood and earthquake resistant.
 Ensure the seeds storage is disaster
resistant.
 Identification of land which is resistant
to floods and other disasters.
The horticulture department conducts research
 Boring of tube wells at strategic
in the fields of plant propagation and
places.
cultivation, crop production, plant breeding
 Take measures to reduce erosion risks.
and genetic engineering, plant biochemistry,
 Assess disaster risks due to any new
and plant physiology. The work particularly
construction or maintenance activity.
involves fruits, berries, nuts, vegetables,
flowers,
trees,
shrubs,
and
turf.
Horticulturalists work to improve crop yield,
quality, nutritional value, and resistance to
insects, diseases, and environmental stresses.
The soil conservation department strategies for
 Installation of plants must be disaster
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prevention of soil being eroded from the earth's
surface or becoming chemically altered by
overuse, salinization, acidification, or other
chemical soil contamination. The principal
approaches these strategies take are: choice of
vegetative cover, erosion prevention, salinity
management, acidity control, encouraging
health of beneficial soil organisms prevention
and remediation of soil contamination
mineralization and other ways are : no till
farming, contour plowing, wind rows, crop
rotation, the use of natural and man-made
fertilizer, resting the land

9.1.2.2




resistant.
Protection of embankments of the
ponds and rivers.
Ensure that the enough measures have
been taken to prevent the soil erosion.

DRR Priority Actions:

Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish a flood and drought warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for
disaster management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop flood and drought early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Seed and fertilizers storage at safe places, the taluk agriculture office must provide the
technical advisor to the farmers, Regular supply of pesticides and fertilizers from the
district to the block and to the Panchayat level.
 The crop demonstration programme.
 Awareness on the fertilizer management, promoting the bio-fertilizer programme by the
soil conservation department.
 Training in adopting new agriculture practices, farmer's exposure visit to centers of
excellence, institutes, training in cropping practices and use of modern technology.
 Agriculture office must initiate for the Silt Detention Dams.
 Allocation of separate fund for disaster management, so that the essential reconstruction
work can be started early after any emergency situation.
 Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
 Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
 Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.

9.1.2.3

Capacity Building Actions:

Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
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Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
Organise periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
Analyse past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could have
been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.1.2.4

Functional Continuity Actions:

Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become in accessible due to
disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
 Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.1.2.5

Emergency Preparedness Actions:

Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
 Ensuring there is sufficient stock of seeds and other agriculture resources in disaster
prone areas. Also there is availability of preventive measures.
 Functioning of Rainfall measurement centers to be checked and ensuring there is
sufficient stock of equipments and tools for the repairing of non functional machines and
equipments.
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There must be monitoring and research on the required rainfall for the crops every day,
this will help in forecasting the situation of drought.
Identifying the crops which are vulnerable to flood, drought, water logging, pests and
developing the alternate cropping system to mitigate the risk of crop destruction.
Stockpile and preposition other necessary repairing material at safe place for the
immediate repairs.
Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.

9.1.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He / She shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.1.4

Accountability:

The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan.
………….

9.2 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions - Animal Husbandry & Veterinary
Sciences and Fisheries Department
9.2.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.2.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 To direct the officers of all levels in the department, for high level preparedness to insure
the safety of buildings of department and other assets.
 To appoint one communication officer to coordinate with the emergency control room of
the disaster management department.
 To direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to
the sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other
local administration.
 To ensure adequate supply of fodder, medicines etc for animals.
 Construction of shelter on safer places to evacuate the animals.
 Identification of water sources for animals in case of drought situation.

9.2.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response
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Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level committees and other key stakeholders.
 Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
 Organise initial assessment for damages and immediate, short term and long term needs
as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
 In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.2.1.3 Unified Emergency Response Actions:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
 Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee and community level
health and search and rescue committee for the Evacuation of livestock and fodder to the
safer places.
 Support with search and rescue, relief programs etc by connecting with nodal agencies
for different essential support functions.
 The search and rescue team under the guidance of TVO must provide vaccination and
immediate medical facility to the evacuated livestock during flood or any other disaster.
 Find out the left or lost livestock and to provide shelter facility.
 To ensure adequate supply of fodder, medicines in the affected areas.
 Ensuring adequate facility of efficient and monitoring force in the affected areas.
 Ensuring community support in disposing the dead bodies of livestock and to take
appropriate cleaning measures to control an epidemic hazard.
 Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.2.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures is in place and there is no further risk to
life, property and environment due to infrastructure and responsibilities of animal and
fisheries department. Give status report to EOC and ESF nodal agencies.
 Ensure the maintenance of livestock, fodder needs etc. have been owned by community
level committees and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, health committee, ESF
nodal agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and leanings.
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In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.2.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions: Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the
government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources like equipments (medicines, fodder etc), materials,
finances etc used for emergency purpose are accounted and recouped as soon as possible.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.2.2 DRR and Mitigation actions:
9.2.2.1 Mainstreaming DRR into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
Animal health care, Animal disease control and
 Ensure all construction is earthquake
prevention, Assessment of major livestock
resilient.
products such as milk, meat, eggs and wool,
 Treatment centre must be flood and
Providing better Animals treatment facilities
earthquake resistant.
by disease diagnostic programmes.
 Ensure the medicine storage is disaster
resistant.
 Ensure the construction of hospitals
takes place at strategic and away from
flood prone areas.
Generic developments of livestock by Artificial insemination centres must be
implementing
the
Animal
Breeding strategically located and flood resistant.
Programmes, Promoting the people for better
management and feeding practices for animals,
Publicity and extension activities of Animal
Husbandry Programme.
 Welfare activities of animal by
 Various DRR policies must be made
implementing the prevention of cruelty
for the animals to reduce their
to animal Acts
sufferings.
 Fodder storage at safe places, Supply of
life saving vaccines in advance and safe
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Facilitation for organization of milk
cooperative societies at village level,
Milk Union at Dist. level for milk
collection, processing and marketing of
milk,
Enhancement
of
milk
productivity, Establishment of chilling
plants, bulk cooler and others cold
chain facilities for preservation and
maintaining quality of milk for
collection and marketing.




storage for them, fodder banks must be
established at safe places with
earthquake resistant structures.
Installation of plants must be disaster
resistant.
Assess disaster risks due to any new
construction or maintenance activity.

Providing technical inputs to milk
producer like milk and dairy
cooperative societies testing equipment
and accessories, green fodder seeds,
Artificial Insemination equipments and
accessories.

To Develop Pond Aquaculture, Culture Based
Fisheries, Enhancement In Ox-bow Lakes,
Training of Fish Farmers to acquaint them with
latest know-how of Fish Production,
Conservation of Water in Tanks & Ponds,
Development of Waterlogged Areas, Quality
Seed throughout the Year




Ensure that the enough measures have
been taken to prevent the soil erosion.
Protection of embankments of the
ponds and rivers.

9.2.2.2 Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Priority Actions
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish a flood and drought warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for
disaster management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop flood and drought early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Renovation of the fish ponds and ox-bow lakes.
 Animal Breeding Programme and Vaccination must be done after doing the awareness
programmes in the Panchayats since most of the people remain unaware of the schemes,
Schemes such as control of FMD, control of liver fluke disease should be done after
giving information to the GP's.
 Training and exposure to fish farmers in scientific aquaculture, Renovation of water
bodies through Panchayats, Awareness on marketing for the fish farmers Setting up of
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model farms in the districts and the exposure visit of the Panchayats so that they gain
knowledge Poultry farms and cattle farms should be clean and availability of water and
fodder should be throughout the year
Allocation of separate fund for disaster management, so that the essential reconstruction
work can be started early after any emergency situation.
Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.

9.2.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
 Organise periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
 Take part in taluk and district level mock drills and capacity building programs organized
by District authorities from time to time.
 Analyse past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could have
been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
 Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
 Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
 Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.2.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become in accessible due to
disaster.
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Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.2.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
 Vaccination before the seasonal disasters such as flood to be held regularly.
 Supply of life saving vaccines in advance and safe storage for them.
 Identification of the safe place in the Panchayat with the help of community and field
staff of the department.
 Fodder storage at safe places.
 Ensuring that the protection has been provided to the fish ponds.
 Stockpile and preposition other necessary repairing material at safe place for the
immediate repairs.
 Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
 Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.

9.2.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He/ She shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.2.4

Accountability:

The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan
…………

9.3 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions - Bharat Sanchar Nigam
Limited
9.3.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.3.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
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To direct the officers of all levels in the department, for high level preparedness to ensure
the safety of buildings of department and other assets.
To appoint one communication officer to coordinate with the emergency control room of
the disaster management department.
To direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to
the sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other
local administration.
Informing the relevant offices and people about daily weather and also issuing the
electronic message on this matter.
Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
Issuance of early warning to the society through the means of telecommunications.
Establish coordination with flood information centre at district level before the seasonal
floods.
Establish coordination with flood information sub centre at local level before seasonal
floods.

9.3.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level committees and other key stakeholders.
 Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
 Organise initial assessment for damages and immediate, short term and long term needs
as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
 In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.3.1.3 Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
 Coordinate with DDMA, respective GP disaster management committee and search and
rescue committee to maintain the information and communication system.
 Provide the updates and information through telecommunication.
 Provide setup for the web-conferencing or audio conferencing for the district
administration.
 Weather forecast on phones or through other means of telecommunication.
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Immediately restore the communication system in the affected area.
Ensuring adequate facility of efficient and monitoring force in the affected areas.
Ensuring that the affected communities are able to contact their relatives in distant places.
Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.3.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures is in place and there is no further risk to
life, property and environment due to infrastructure and responsibilities of BSNL office.
 Give status report to EOC and ESF nodal agencies.
 Ensure that the maintenance of communication system etc. has been owned by private
companies, community level committees and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in
place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, DMTs, ESF nodal
agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and leanings.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
 Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
 Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
 Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.3.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources like equipments and resource material, finances etc
used for emergency purpose are accounted and recouped as soon as possible.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.3.2 DRR and Mitigation actions:
9.3.2.1 Mainstreaming DRR into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
The company provides telecom services
 Ensure all the BSNL offices or any
namely Wire line, CDMA mobile, GSM
establishment is earthquake resilient.
mobile, Internet, Broadband, Carrier service,
 Earthquake
and
flood
resistant
MPLS-VPN, VSAT, VoIP, IN Services.
technology in the construction of BSNL
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Planning,
installation,
network
integration & maintenance of switching
& transmission networks.
Telecom Training.




towers or setups.
Fire resistant cables and instruments.
Assess disaster risks due to any new
construction,
installation
or
maintenance of towers or any other
setup.
The flood specific designing of the
towers and poles which are located in
the flood prone areas or low lying
areas.
Installation of alternate sources of
energy for the power back up.
Fire resistant switches and network
devices.

9.3.2.2 DRR Priority Actions:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish a flood and drought warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for
disaster management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop flood and drought early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Training of departmental staff in DRR knowledge.
 Identification of safe areas before installing the BSNL towers or setting-up a unit.
 Ensuring that the power back up is there for the continuation of the work.
 Computerization of rural and remote extension offices.
 Insertion of DRR features in telecom training which is provided by the BSNL.
 Taking initiative in starting SMS services to update the society on weather forecast.
 Sending alert messages during emergencies.
 Location of equipments, wires at safe places to rectify the technical problems in time.
 The BSNL Company must ensure there is inclusion of DRR features in telecom
instruments and services.
 Functioning of BSNL office from safe building in order to provide the unhindered
telecom services to the people.
 Allocation of separate fund for disaster management, so that the essential reconstruction
work can be started early after any emergency situation.
 Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
 Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
 Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.

9.3.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
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Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
 Organise periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
 Take part in taluk and district level mock drills and capacity building programs organized
by District authorities from time to time.
 Analyse past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could have
been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
 Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
 Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
 Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.3.2.4Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become in accessible due to
disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
 Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.3.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
 To ensure the safety of own building and property.
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Regular monitoring of the line department's telecom infrastructure.
The BSNL Company must ensure that the temporary construction work or retrofitting has
been done to the vulnerable buildings.
The BSNL department must have the arrangements (vehicles, cables, generator and
equipments) to check and rectify the problem.
Power backup for the continuation of the uninterrupted telecommunication signals.
Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.

9.3.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He/ She shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.
9.3.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan.
…………….

9.4

Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions – Public Works, Ports and
Inland Water Transport Department

9.4.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Action Plans:
9.4.1.1

Actions on receipt of Early Warning:

Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 To direct the officers of all levels in the department, for high level preparedness to ensure
the safety of buildings of all govt. departments and other assets.
 To appoint one communication officer to coordinate with the emergency control room of
the disaster management department.
 To direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to
the sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other
local administration.
 Informing the relevant offices and people about dos and don'ts in case the disaster
happens.
 Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
 Establish coordination with flood information centre at district level before the seasonal
floods.
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Establish coordination with flood information sub centre at local level before seasonal
floods.

9.4.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level committees and other key stakeholders.
 Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular donot compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
 Organise initial assessment for damages and immediate, short term and long term needs
as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
 In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.4.1.3 Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
 Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee, shelter and search and
rescue committee to shift office equipments, documents and people to the safe structure.
 Alternate arrangements for govt. storages and buildings.
 Provide temporary shelters to the panchayat and the block.
 Support with search and rescue, relief programs etc by connecting with nodal agencies
for different essential support functions.
 Ensuring adequate facility of efficient and monitoring force in the affected areas.
 Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.4.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures is in place and there is no further risk to
life, property and environment due to infrastructure and responsibilities of building
department. Give status report to EOC and ESF nodal agencies.
 Ensure the maintenance of buildings has been owned by govt. departments and
community level committees and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, health committee, ESF
nodal agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and leanings.
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In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.4.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources like equipments, construction material, building
resource material, finances etc used for emergency purpose are accounted and recouped
as soon as possible.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.4.2

DRR and Mitigation Actions:

9.4.2.1 Mainstreaming DRR into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
The department constructs the govt. buildings,
 Ensure all construction is earthquake
museums,
house
allotment
work
of
resilient.
Government Building etc. and provides the
 Museums and govt. buildings must be
architectural support in the construction
flood and earthquake resistant.
The department provides all necessary services Adoption of Modern technology suitable to the
and facilities to the govt. buildings, site climate of the area.
evaluation
and
assessment,
structural
assessment and renovation options
Planning and designing building network to Constructing new buildings on high plinth in
provide optimized connectivity to residential the flood prone areas or flood resistant
and non-residential govt. buildings of different structures.
departments
Construction, renovation, upgradation and Retrofitting to the govt. buildings at taluk
maintenance of residential and nonresidential level, panchayat level and district level
govt. buildings of different departments

9.4.2.2 Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Priority Actions:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
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Key Actions:
 Establish a flood and drought warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for
disaster management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop flood and drought early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Identification and assessment of all department building at the Panchyat level, taluk level
and district level.
 The demonstration of the earthquake and flood resistant structures at the taluk , district
and panchayat level.
 Availability of construction material at taluk , panchayat and district level.
 Training to govt. employees at taluk and panchayat level in DRR knowledge.
 Allocation of separate fund for disaster management, so that the essential reconstruction
work can be started early after any emergency situation.
 Define standards/ benchmarks to measure departments' performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
 Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
 Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.

9.4.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
 Organise periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
 Take part in taluk and district level mock drills and capacity building programs organized
by District authorities from time to time.
 Analyse past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could have
been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
 Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
 Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
 Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.4.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
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Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become in accessible due to
disaster.
Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.4.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
 Ensuring there is sufficient stock of construction material in disaster prone areas. Also
there is availability of preventive measures.
 Identification of the safe building (govt.) in the panchayat and taluk. The safe places must
be identified as per the disasters (flood, earthquake).
 The executive engineer must ensure the temporary construction work has taken place
before the disaster forecast (flood, storm etc).
 Identifying the buildings which are vulnerable to flood, earthquake, water logging and
developing the plan to avoid any damage to the building.
 Stockpile and preposition other necessary repairing material at safe place for the
immediate repairs.
 Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
 Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.

9.4.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.4.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
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The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan.
………………

9.5 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions - Education Department
9.5.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.5.1.1

Actions on receipt of Early Warning:

Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 Monitor the situation and Collect information from different sources, community based
EW system, TV/Radio, internet, taluk/district/state authorities on the situation.
 Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
 Ensure that all schools, colleges, academic institutions, relevant offices have received and
understood the early warning information.
 Disseminate precautions related to school safety and education in emergencies to be
taken at the schools, colleges, institutes etc. and also at household level.
 If required (based on the type of EW), ensure evacuation of schools, colleges at the
earliest.
 In case of disasters like Earthquake where sufficient EW is not available, immediately get
into activation actions and also refer to Earthquake Contingency Actions.
 Direct the officers of all levels in the department for high level preparedness for any
required response in schools, colleges etc. for safety of the students & teachers.
 Direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to the
sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other local
administration.
 Ensure that important contacts numbers, transport means, first aid box in each school are
available and ready to use.
 Appointing a departmental person as a nodal person to coordinate with the EOC.

9.5.1.2

Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:

Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him / her as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officers to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level education committee and other key stakeholders.
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Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
Organize initial assessment for impact on education systems and immediate, short term
and long term needs as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key
stakeholders.
In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response in terms of
education systems and services as per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.5.1.3

Actions for Unified Response to emergency:

Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
 Ensure availability of required funds for repair and retrofitting of all the school and
college buildings after proper assessment of damage.
 If DDMA is conducting multi-sectoral assessment, ensure that education is part of it.
 As required, handover the schools and colleges to the local administration to be used as
relief and rehabilitation centers.
 Support the local administration in search and rescue and recovery efforts by sending pretrained teachers/children and volunteers.
 If schools building/premises are damaged or being used as relief/rehabilitation centers,
 Ensure that alternative measures are taken for continuity and quality of education
activities in all phases of the emergency.
 Ensure the continuity of mid-day meal.
 Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee and community level
education committee for monitoring the status of education services in the affected
communities and ensure community participation and ownership of monitoring and
maintenance activities.
 Support with search and rescue, relief programs etc by connecting with nodal agencies
for different essential support functions.
 Keep track of all the changing situation, keep the GPDMC, panchayat and DDMA and
the concerned ESF team updated.
 Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9 .5.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate measures of education in emergencies are in place.
 Ensure the emergency Education services & facilities have been completely owned and
being maintained by community and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, education committee,
ESF nodal agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and
leanings.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.

9.5.1.5Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
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Key Actions:
 Ensure availability of required funds for repair and retrofitting of all the school and
college buildings after proper assessment of damage.
 If DDMA is conducting multi-sectoral assessment, ensure that education is part of it.
 As required, handover the schools and colleges to the local administration to be used as
relief and rehabilitation centers.
 Support the local administration in search and rescue and recovery efforts by sending pretrained teachers/children and volunteers.
 If schools building/premises are damaged or being used as relief/rehabilitation centers,
 ensure that alternative measures are taken for continuity and quality of education
activities in all phases of the emergency.
 Ensure the continuity of mid-day meal.
 Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee and community level
education committee for monitoring the status of education services in the affected
communities and ensure community participation and ownership of monitoring and
maintenance activities.
 Support with search and rescue, relief programs etc by connecting with nodal agencies
for different essential support functions.
 Keep track of all the changing situation, keep the GPDMC, panchayat and DDMA and
the concerned ESF team updated.
 Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.5.1.6 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate measures of education in emergencies are in place.
 Ensure the emergency Education services & facilities have been completely owned and
being maintained by community and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, education committee,
ESF nodal agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and
leanings.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
 Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
 Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
 Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.5.1.7 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered
in a planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources are accounted and recouped as soon as possible.
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Ensure early restoration of normal educational activities in the district.
Ensure to organize appropriate psychosocial support for children (and teachers if
required).
Put efforts for quick sanction and release of required financial support for repair,
reconstruction works in the schools, colleges etc.
Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.5.2

DRR and Mitigation Actions:

9.5.2.1 Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
 Provide educational infrastructure;
 Ensure that new school constructions in
sufficient number of schools.
are done after taking risk and
vulnerability analysis of the area.
 Promote the quality of higher
education by investing in infrastructure
 Ensure that all new constructions are
and faculty, promoting academic
disaster resilient and old constructions
reforms, improving g o v e r n a n c e a
are retrofitted for disaster resilience
n d i n s t i t u t i o n a l restructuring
through structural mitigation activities
towards the inclusion of the yet
(following
national
building
deprived communities;
codes/laws).
 Assess disaster risks due to any new
construction or maintenance activity.
 Improve
inter-departmental
coordination to reduce risk of negative
impacts of d e v e l o p m e n t a c t i v i
t i e s b y t h e department.
 Provide greater opportunities of access
 Ensure multi-stakeholder coordination
to higher education with equity to all
to improve safe & non-discriminatory
the eligible persons and in particular to
access of all eligible persons and in
the vulnerable sections.
particular the vulnerable groups.
 To remove the present imbalances,
 Ensure that policies and program
extend access by supporting existing
include measures of DRR.
institutions
establishing
new
institutions, supporting government and
non-government organizations, civil
society to supplement public efforts.
 Initiate policies and programs for
strengthening research and innovations
and encourage institutions – public or
private - to engage in extending the
boundaries of knowledge.
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9.5.2.2 Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Priority Actions:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish a flood and drought warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for
disaster management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop flood and drought early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Ensure disaster management be part of curriculum in all schools, colleges.
 Ensure that school buildings are constructed with appropriate standards and guidelines
and provide safety during school time and safe exit in case of emergencies.
 Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
 Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
 Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.

9.5.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
 Organize periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
 Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
 Organize trainings on disaster management for students and teachers (Especially from
disaster prone areas).
 Organize annual mock-drill exercises and disaster preparedness activities in the schools,
colleges in disaster prone areas.
 Analyze past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could
have been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
 Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
 Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
 Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.5.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
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Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become inaccessible due to disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
 Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.5.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
 Ensure that all furniture of the schools, colleges are strong enough and can be used as
hiding places in case of earthquake.
 Ensure that all classrooms have 2 big doors (entry and exit).
 Ensure that all staircases are sufficiently big to provide escape routes.
 Place sign boards, marks indicating nearest exit routes, safe places, first aid, and other
necessary services.
 Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
 Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.

9.5.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He / She shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.5.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan.
………….
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9.6 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions - Energy Department
9.6.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.6.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 To direct the officers of all levels in the department, for high level preparedness to ensure
the safety of buildings of all govt. departments and other assets.
 To appoint one communication officer to coordinate with the emergency control room of
the disaster management department.
 To direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to
the sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other
local administration.
 Informing the relevant offices and people about dos and don'ts in case the disaster
happens.
 Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
 Establish coordination with flood information centre at district level before the seasonal
floods.
 Establish coordination with flood information sub centre at local level before seasonal
floods.

9.6.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level committees and other key stakeholders.
 Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
 Organise initial assessment for damages and immediate, short term and long term needs
as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
 In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.
9.6.1.3 Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
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Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee, search and rescue
committee to shift the office equipments, documents and people to the safe structure.
Availability of electrical and power generation equipments and resources at safe and
comfortable places so that the damaged parts could be easily replaced.
Presence of engineers in the affected areas.
Support with search and rescue, relief programs etc by connecting with nodal agencies
for different essential support functions.
Ensuring adequate facility of efficient and monitoring force in the affected areas.
Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.



9.6.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures is in place and there is no further risk to
life, property and environment due to infrastructure and responsibilities of energy
department. Give status report to EOC and ESF nodal agencies.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, ESF nodal agencies, EOC
and other stakeholders. Document response activities and leanings.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
 Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
 Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
 Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.
9.6.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources like equipments, construction material,
energy/electricity resource material, finances etc used for emergency purpose are
accounted and recouped as soon as possible.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.6.2

DRR and Mitigation actions:

9.6.2.1 Mainstreaming DRR into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
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Implement various sources of energy.


Generate electricity from non conventional
sources like bio gas, wind mill etc.




Ensure all construction is earthquake
resilient.
Repairing and retrofitting of the old
power generation units and adopting
disaster resilient technology in the
process.
Adoption of Modern technology
suitable to the climate of the area.
Measures to protect the water logging,
soil erosion etc. due to the construction
of the power units.
Earthquake resistant structures.
Strategic planning while constructing
such units to avoid water logging and
soil erosion.

9.6.2.2 DRR Priority Actions:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish a flood and drought warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for
disaster management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop flood and drought early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Identification and assessment of power generating units at the panchayat level, Taluk
level and district level.
 To promote the schemes on non- conventional energy sources.
 Location of such units away from the water logging areas.
 Installation of bio gas units or wind mill at safe places in the villages.
 Taking measures to check the soil erosion and water logging when laying canal for the
purpose of electricity generation.
 The department must identify the power units which are located in disaster prone areas
and arrange proper route connectivity for relief, emergency logistic and also provide
alternate connectivity to reduce damage.
 Based on latest or previous emergency or crisis experience the department should frame
an outline of future action plan including disaster risk reduction preventive
measurements.
 Allocation of separate fund for disaster management, so that the essential reconstruction
work can be started early after any emergency situation.
 Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
 Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
 Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.
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9.6.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
 Organise periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
 Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
 Analyse past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could have
been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
 Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
 Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
 Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.6.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become in accessible due to
disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
 Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.6.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
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Ensuring there is sufficient stock of construction material in disaster prone areas. Also
there is availability of preventive measures.
Availability of vehicle to transport the electric equipments.
The executive engineer must ensure the temporary construction work has taken place
before the disaster forecast (flood, storm etc).
Ensuring the availability of equipments like cables, wire, transformers, generators etc. at
key locations.
Identifying the power units which are vulnerable to flood, earthquake, water logging and
developing the plan to avoid any damage to the building.
Stockpile and preposition other necessary repairing material at safe place for the
immediate repairs.
Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.

9.6.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.6.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan.
………….

9.7 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions -Fire and Emergency Department
9.7.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.7.1.1 Actions on receipt o Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 Monitor the level of disaster to built information on early warning, Share the information
with DDMA for approval.
 As soon as the warning comes, every groups of the fire fighting services should be alert.
 Informing the relevant offices and people about daily update.
 Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
 Establish coordination with flood information center.
 Establish coordination with flood information sub center.
 Appointing a departmental person as a nodal person to coordinate with the EOC.
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9.7.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level and other key stakeholders.
 Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
 In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.7.1.3

Actions for Unified Response to emergency:

Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
 Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee and community level fire
service committee for monitoring and ensure community participation and ownership of
monitoring and maintenance activities.
 Support with search and rescue, relief programs , transportation of injured and pumping
out the water from the food stores and other important departments etc.
 Support the local administration in evacuating the people from damaged buildings,
vehicles, trains, factories etc.
 Provide resources and technical support to control the dangerous situations arising from
petroleum, gas and other hazardous substances.
 Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.7.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures is in place and there is no further risk to
life, property and environment due to infrastructure and responsibilities of fire
department. Give status report to EOC and ESF nodal agencies.
 Ensure the protection and maintenance of buildings etc and have been owned by
community level committees and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, fire safety committees,
ESF nodal agencies, EOC and their stakeholders. Document response activities and
learning.
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In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
Initiate planning to demolish the damaged and vulnerable buildings.
Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.7.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources like fire fighting equipments, materials, finances etc
used for emergency purpose are accounted and recouped as soon as possible.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.7. 2 DRR and Mitigation Actions:
9.7.2.1 Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
Protect the life and property from fire break
 Ensure to install fire safety measures
and other disasters like flood.
like fire alarm, hydraulic pump,
sprinkler etc.
 Ensure that the fire fighters are
equipped
with
effective
and
modernized weapons, safety measures
like fire proof gloves and suits etc.
 Train the fire fighters to tackle during
CBRN and other disaster specifically.
 Identify the vulnerable areas, buildings
etc and make an action plan to reduce
its risk.
Promotion of fire safety standards
 Assess the risk vulnerability of the
areas and promote fire safety measures
according to the need.
Organising awareness and training
 Conduct regular mock drill, training
and awareness camp on fire safety
measures and DRR to the fire fighters
and among the masses.
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9.7.2.2 Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Priority Actions:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish a fire warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for disaster
management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Assess the vulnerable points in the infrastructure, especially hazardous industries and
take measures like timely repairs etc.
 Maintenance of fire fighting equipments etc and installation of fire alarm and water
pumps like hydraulic, sprinkler etc.
 Scope the budget for the maintenance of fire fighting equipments and structural measures
etc under different categories.
 Define standards to measure departments' performance on risk reduction activities and
emergency response capacities.
 Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
 Ensure to keep the force alert and sufficient preparedness is there for emergency
response.

9.7.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
 Organise periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
 Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
 Analyse past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could have
been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
 Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
 Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
 Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.7.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
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Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become in accessible due to
disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
 Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.7.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
 Identify the most vulnerable areas to fire and other disasters and create awareness and
training among the people on fire safety measures, prepare the force for emergency
search and rescue operation.
 Implementation of fire safety measures in the private, government and own buildings and
establishments.
 Provide regular training in primary health care and in evacuation, search and rescue to the
fire brigades to make them alert.
 Periodically inspect the vulnerable areas like hazardous chemical and other industries.
 Stockpile and preposition sufficient number of fire fighting equipments and vehicles to
combat any emergency.
 Stockpile and preposition other necessary repairing material at safe place for the
immediate repairs.
 Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
 Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.
 To involve in disaster management activity, identify the voluntary workers from NGOs,
Educational institutions and provide them training.

9.7.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He /She shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
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The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.7.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan.
……………..

9 .8 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions- Food and Civil Supply
Department
9.8.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.8.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 Monitor the situation and Collect information from different sources, community based
EW system, TV/Radio, internet, Block/district/state authorities on the situation.
 Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
 Ensure that all godowns, offices, PDS shops etc. have received and understood the early
warning information.
 Disseminate precautions related to the safety of the godowns, PDS shops, other storage
locations etc. to be taken in case of emergency.
 In case of disasters like Earthquake where sufficient EW is not available, immediately get
into activation actions and also refer to Earthquake Contingency Actions.
 Prepare and update the list of vulnerable groups who need additional food and nutrition
support.
 Direct the officers of all levels in the department for high level preparedness for any
required response in godowns, PDS shops etc.
 Direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to the
sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other local
administration.
 Ensure that important contacts numbers, transport means, labours, loader, unloaders etc.
are available at the time of need.
 Appointing a departmental person as a nodal person to coordinate with the EOC.

9.8.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
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If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, godowns, PDS shops, key stakeholders
etc.
Call for a coordination meeting of key officers to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level Food & Nutrition committee and other key stakeholders.
Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
Organize initial assessment for impact on the PDS systems, godowns and immediate,
short term and long term needs as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and
other key stakeholders.
In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response for food
and required supplies through PDS (if possible) as per immediate, short term and long
term needs. \

9.8.1.3 Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key actions:
 Ensure availability of required funds for repair and retrofitting of all godowns,
infrastructures etc. after proper assessment of damage.
 If DDMA is conducting multi-sectoral assessment, ensure that food, nutrition and
consumer protection are part of it.
 Ensure availability and transportation of food supplies to relief / rehabilitation centers.
 Provide food material to the identified groups which require specific nutritional support
such as sick people, pregnant and breast feeding women, old aged persons, disabled etc.
 Ensure that the community kitchen is in safe and clean area.
 Ensure that the people are preparing the food in safe and appropriate manner.
 Ensure that safe and appropriate infant and young child feeding is being provided and are
meeting appropriate standards.
 Make arrangements for special rationing and for sale of food materials from open market
to ensure availability of required food materials to the affected communities.
 Take adequate steps to prevent illegal stocking and black marketing of food materials by
businessmen and ensure availability of supplies at normal prices.
 Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee and community level
food and nutrition committee for monitoring the status of food supplies and services in
the affected communities and ensure community participation and ownership of
monitoring and maintenance activities.
 Support with search and rescue, relief programs etc. by connecting with nodal agencies
for different essential support functions.
 Keep track of all the changing situation, keep the GPDMC, panchayat and DDMA and
the concerned ESF team updated.
 Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.
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9.8.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate measures of uninterrupted supply of food and required
services are in place.
 Ensure the emergency food supply and services & facilities have been completely owned
and being maintained by community and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, food & nutrition
committee, ESF nodal agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response
activities and leanings.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
 Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
 Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
 Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.8.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources are accounted and recouped as soon as possible.
 Ensure that the damage assessment has been done and reported for adequate
compensation to the affected families.
 Ensure that the affected community gets the benefits or any grant/compensation from the
state.
 Establish a coordinated, efficient supply chain management (SCM) using local capacity
where feasible.
 Strengthen supplies and distribution of required food and materials through PDS.
 Make a long term planning to restore the livelihood of the affected community.
 Ensure that there is regular monitoring and assessment of the food storages, natural
environment, source of livelihood etc.
 Promote disaster resilient cropping system, alternate source of earning, and
mainstreaming DRR in the livelihood schemes.
 Put efforts for quick sanction and release of required financial support for repair,
reconstruction works in the godowns, offices etc.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.
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9.8.2 DRR and Mitigation actions:
9.8.2.1 Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
 Supply of food grains and other items
 Ensure that all godowns, constructions
at subsidized rate to the Above Poverty
are earthquake resilient and safe from
Line (APL), Below Poverty Line (BPL)
flood water (constructed at high
and Antyodaya families to ensure
platforms) and fire etc.
foodsecurity to poor people.
 Ensure that old godowns and
constructions are retrofitted to make
 Supply of free food grains to old
destitute under Annapurna scheme.
them
disaster
resilient
through
structural
mitigation
activities
 To control price, black marketing and
(following
national
building
hoarding of essential commodities.
codes/laws).
 To control adulteration of Petrol and
 Ensure that petrol, diesel, kerosene,
Diesel.
LPG distribution centres are safe from
 To ensure proper distribution of Liquid
any possible disasters and have
Petroleum Gas (LPG).
adequate measures in place to prevent
 Protection of consumer's rights and
any kind of man-made or accidental
their welfare.
disasters.
 To provide Minimum Support Price of
 Assess disaster risks due to any new
grains to the farmers through
construction or maintenance activity.
procurement.
 Improve
inter-departmental
 Supply of subsidized Kerosene Oil to
coordination
to
reduce
risk of negative
the consumers.
impacts development activity by the
department.

9.8.2.2 DRR Priority Actions:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish a flood and drought warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for
disaster management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop flood and drought early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Ensure that food supplies are safe from any adulteration and any sort of intended
poisoning or damage.
 Ensure that the expired gas cylinders are replaced from the system.
 Ensure that all safety measures are in place for proper storage, transportation and
distribution of supplies.
 Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
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Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.

9.8.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
 Organize periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
 Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
 Analyze past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could
have been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
 Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
 Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
 Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.8.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become inaccessible due to disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
 Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.8.2.5

Emergency Preparedness Actions:

Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key actions:
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Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
Ensure enough food and other necessary supplies are available in disaster prone areas.
Ensure availability of at-least one spacious godown in each block to keep enough food
and necessary supplies.
Ensure that enough food stock is available in the PDS shops in each Panchayat, and that
the stock can be used in emergency situations also.
Ensure enough vehicles are available during the disaster time for transport of food
materials. This arrangement can be done in advance.
Prepare action plan for emergency transportation and distribution of food supplies.
Prepare action plan for adequate safety (and relocation if required) of food materials
stored in the godowns in case of flood or other disasters.
Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.

9.8.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He/ She shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.8.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan
………….

9.8 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions - Health Department
9. 9.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.9.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 Direct the officers of all levels in the department for high level preparedness for any
required health response.
 Direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to the
sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other local
administration.
 Ensure that important contacts numbers, transport means, first aid box, essential drug
kits, delivery kits and medical equipment and supplies, stretcher etc are available in
sufficient quantity.
 Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
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Appointing a departmental person as a nodal person to coordinate with the EOC.
Ensure that all families including the families of under five children, pregnant and
lactating women, and sick have received and understood the early warning information.
Instruct the community to be ready with their family level health kits.

9.9.1.2

Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:

Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him/ her as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level health committees and other key stakeholders.
 Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
 Organize initial assessment for impact on health and immediate, short term and long term
needs as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
 In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions for
essential health services as per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.9.1.3 Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key actions:
 Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee and community level
health committee for monitoring health situation in the affected communities and ensure
community participation and ownership of monitoring and disease surveillance activities.
 Support with search and rescue, relief programs etc by connecting with nodal agencies
for different essential support functions.
 Organize health camps, mass vaccination campaigns etc. in the affected populations to
meet the health needs in emergency.
 Educate and mobilize the community for communicable diseases (like tuberculosis,
diarrheal diseases, malaria and fever etc) prevention and control measures (Creating
awareness about the Do's and Don'ts of diseases among the community).
 Implement disease specific prevention measures.
 Establish a disease EWARN (early warning) surveillance and response system.
 Ensure to implement the outbreak investigation and control response plan.
 Ensure to deploy trained health care staff and community health workers to detect and
report potential outbreaks.
 Provide essential newborn care to all newborns according to Integrated Management of
Pregnancy and Childbirth guidelines.
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Integrated with primary healthcare, implement preventive, responsive and remedial
measures to reduce the risk of sexual violence, in coordination with other relevant sectors
and committees.
Ensure implementation of MISP, services for clinical management of sexual violence,
including mental and psychosocial support and legal assistance, availability of clean
delivery kits to the women in their third trimester, availability of common contraceptive
methods etc.
Ensure to provide psychological first aid to people in acute distress.
Keep track of the entire changing situation, keep the GPDMC, Panchayat and BDMA and
the concerned ESF team updated.
Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.9.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards
recovery issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures are in place and there is no further risk to
health and life due to immediate disaster situation. Give status report to EOC and ESF
nodal agencies.
 Ensure that monitoring of health issues and disease surveillance activities have been
owned by community level committees and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in
place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, health committees, ESF
nodal agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and leanings.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
 Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
 Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
 Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.9.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources like medicines, vaccines, equipments, finances etc.
used for emergency purpose are accounted and recouped as soon as possible.
 Take steps for the early restoration of health and nutritional service deliveries to the
community.
 Support the government in quick dissemination of compensation, gratuitous, monitor all
affected get the right compensations and address the grievances if any.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
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Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.9.2 DRR and Mitigation Actions:
9.9.2.1 Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
To improve the availability of and access to
 Ensure efficient and resilient systems
quality health care by people, especially for
for public health management and
those residing in rural areas, the poor, women
service delivery are in place.
and children.
 Ensure
all
constructions
and
infrastructures are disaster resilient.

9.9.2.2 Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Priority Actions:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish a flood and drought warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for
disaster management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop flood and drought early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Ensure effective integration of health concerns with determinants of health like sanitation
& hygiene, nutrition, and safe drinking water through the district health plan.
 Prepare and Implement inter-sectoral District Health Plan including drinking water,
sanitation & hygiene and nutrition.
 Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
 Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
 Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.

9.9.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
 Organize periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
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Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
Analyze past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could
have been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.9.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become inaccessible due to disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
 Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.9.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
 Ensure that vaccination of all children, pregnant women etc. is done before the seasonal
disasters such as flood.
 Ensure that life saving vaccines is available in enough quantity in advance and are stored
safely.
 Ensure stockpiling and preposition of medicines, vaccines, equipments etc. before the
flood season.
 Ensure that no doctors, staffs are on leave during emergency situation.
 Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
 Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.

9.9.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He/she shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer incharge
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of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.9.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexes of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan.
…………..

9.10 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions -Industries Department
9.10.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.10.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 Monitor the situation and Collect information from different sources, community based
EW system, TV/Radio, internet, Block/district/state authorities on the situation.
 Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
 Ensure that all industries, development projects etc. have received and understood the
early warning information.
 Disseminate precautions related to the safety and security at industrial locations to be
taken in case of emergency.
 If evacuation is required, ensure quick action on the same and safety of all staff, workers,
etc. in all industrial locations.
 Ensure that all measures are in place for safety of the hazardous chemicals, raw materials
etc.
 In case of industrial/chemical disaster, ensure that the specialized self-protection warning
is disseminated to all communities in least possible time.
 In case of disasters like Earthquake where sufficient EW is not available, immediately get
into activation actions and also refer to Earthquake Contingency Actions.
 Prepare and update the list of vulnerable groups who need additional support.
 Direct the officers of all levels in the department for high level preparedness for any
required response
 Direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to the
sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other local
administration.
 Ensure that important contacts numbers, transport means, doctors, etc. are available at the
time of need.
 Appointing a departmental person as a nodal person to coordinate with the EOC.

9.10.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
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Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, institutions, ICDS centers, shelter
homes etc.
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officers to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level social protection committee and other key stakeholders.
 Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
 Organize initial assessment for impact on the institutions, ICDS, shelter homes, special
schools etc. and immediate, short term and long term needs as per the format enclosed
and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
 In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response as per
immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.10.1.3 Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key actions:
 If DDMA is conducting multi-sectoral assessment, ensure that safety of industrial areas,
chemicals, storage etc. are part of it and analyzed.
 Coordinate with the DDMA and respective GP disaster management committee for
monitoring the safety issues of industries, chemicals etc. in the affected areas and ensure
community participation and ownership of monitoring and maintenance activities.
 Activate the emergency plan for safety of staff, workers, industrial equipments, storage
places etc.
 Support the government and local authorities in all kind of recovery and rehabilitation
activities and keep it continued till the normal situation.
 Ensure availability of required funds for repair and retrofitting of the industrial buildings,
storage units etc. after proper assessment of damage.
 Support with search and rescue, relief programs etc. by connecting with nodal agencies
for different essential support functions.
 Keep track of the entire changing situation, keep the GPDMC, panchayat and BDMA and
the concerned ESF team updated.
 Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.10.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate measures of safety of industrial installations are in place.
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Ensure that community is involved in industrial safety measures and activities and that,
adequate monitoring mechanisms are in place.
Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, social protection
committee, ESF nodal agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response
activities and leanings.
In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.10.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government. ü
Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources are accounted and recouped as soon as possible.
 Ensure that the damage assessment has been done and reported for adequate
compensation to the affected families.
 Ensure that the affected community gets the benefits or any grant/compensation from the
state.
 Establishment of properly documented procedures for economic, social and medical
rehabilitation.
 Reconstruction and restoration of industrial infrastructure shall be achieved at the earliest.
 Ensure that the accident victims (in case of chemical/industrial disasters) receive support
from the Environment Relief Fund (ERF).
 Ensure the provision of counseling by psychologists and psychiatrists for those suffering
from mental trauma out of chemical/industrial disaster.
 Ensure audits for compliance, measurement of performance, implementation of
corrective actions; investigation, reporting and follow up of each incident (in case of
chemical/industrial disasters, or in case of damage to industrial infrastructures).
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Share learning on industrial disaster management and use the documentation, lessons
learnt, follow up and research programmes as feedback for future improvement.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.10.2 DRR and Mitigation actions:
9.10.2.1 Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
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Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
 Development of international level of
 Ensure that all new projects, industries
basic infrastructure to attract more and
are established only after assessment of
more domestic and foreign investment.
disaster risk arising out of the new
developments, and that, measures are
 Ensuring availability of land for
taken to minimize these risks.
establishment of industries and for
other development projects.
 Ensure that all new projects &
industries are disaster resilient and are
 Creation of marketing potential for
safe from any accidental, man-made
sales of the products of Small, Micro,
mishappenings.
Rural units, Handicrafts, Handloom,
Khadi, Sericulture etc in order to ensure
 Ensure that provision of land for
their development.
development projects and industries is
done only after through assessment of
 In order to prevent industrial sickness,
environmental,
social,
economic
timely identification of the reasons for
impacts
on
the
local
community.
sickness and appropriate actions are to
be undertaken. In order to prevent such
sickness as far as possible, District
level monitoring system needs to be
developed and strengthened.
 Setting up of effective single window
system, availability of project along
with c r e a t i o n o f n e c e s s a r y b a
s i c infrastructure such as roads, water
and un-interrupted power supply.
 Simplification and transparency in all
kinds of allotments, grants and
entrepreneurs related procedures and
provision of online services as much as
possible.
 Provision of Common Effluent
Treatment in industrial areas/Estates.
 Establishment of industrial parks by
KIADB for setting up of new medium
and large industries in rural and urban
areas.

9.10.2.2 Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Priority Actions:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish a flood and drought warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for
disaster management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop flood and drought early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination
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Ensure that department staff, officers are aware of potential risks to industries during
disasters; and are taking preparedness actions at their level.
Ensure that department staff, officers are aware of potential risks that might arise out of
any accidental or man-made disaster in the industries; and are taking preparedness actions
at their level.
Ensure that all the workers employed in an industry have a sufficient induction period for
training prior to the actual job and they are aware of safety and precaution measures in
case of any emergency.
New industries should be established in such a manner that clustering of similar
chemical- based units are evolved together in the same geographical area.
Process safety code of management practises based on principles of safety in design
according to sound engineering practises; built, operated and maintained properly and
periodically reviewed for conformity.
Ensure that all Major Accidental Hazard installations have taken third-party insurance
policies for providing relief to accident victims due to a chemical accident On-Site
Formulate guidelines on transportation, storages and in all other identified areas for
instituting self-regulation models in industries.
An incident command and technical coordination system for industrial/chemical
disastrous situations should be identified, made available, tested and incorporated in the
district DM Plan.
Ensure that an effective and simplified communication network is available as a
dedicated fail-safe communication system to the important stakeholders.
Ensure that district representatives of Indian industry associations and federations
namely, CII, ASSOCHAM, FICCI, ICC, AMAI etc., shall volunteer for R&D work and
also for further transcending information to industries in augmenting safety measures.
Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.

9.10.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Ensuring formation of emergency response plans in all the agencies working under the
department
 Train community level volunteers in emergency management and prepare them to
support the department led response during the emergency. Provide emergency stock and
equipments to them.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
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Ensure that all people/staff in the department, and in the industries, development projects
are well aware of national guidelines on management of chemical and industrial disasters
and are able to use them in preparedness and emergency time.
Organize educational programmes in the form of symposia & exhibitions to aware all
stakeholders on chemical and industrial disaster management.
Use electronic and print media to increase further awareness on safety and precautions in
case of chemical and industrial disasters.
Train / aware communities on the do's and don'ts (how to react on receipt of specialized
self-protection warning from industries, department) in case of industrial/chemical
disaster.
The civil defence and home guards can be effectively utilised in chemical/industrial
emergency management after some basic training.
Organize periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
Analyze past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could
have been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.10.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become inaccessible due to disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
 Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.10.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective:: To identify potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
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Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
Coordinate with DDMA, state and national level and other support agencies for any
specific preparedness instructions, supplies, mock drills, trainings etc.
Create mechanisms for quick dissemination of EW information to all people.
Provision of adequate quantity of foam and any other suppressant for control of
vaporization of spill or leak of compressed gas.
Ensure availability of a sufficient quantity of fire extinguishers at various locations
Availability of well-equipped emergency medical rooms with requisite number of
ambulance van(s) sufficient to shift On-Site casualties.
Include local welfare associations and Panchayati Raj institutions in the emergency
preparedness programme.
A kit containing antidotes to various toxicants and resuscitation drugs need to be
prepared.
Ensure that list of most vulnerable groups and communities are updated.
Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.

9.10.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He/she shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.10.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexes of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan
………….

9.11 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions - Information and Public Relations
Department
9.11.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.11.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 To direct the officers of all levels in the department, for high level preparedness to ensure
the safety of buildings of department and other assets.
 To appoint one communication officer to coordinate with the emergency control room of
the disaster management department.
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To direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to
the sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other
local administration.
Informing the relevant offices and people about daily weather and also issuing the press
bulletin on this matter.
Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
Establish coordination with flood information centre at district level before the seasonal
floods.
Establish coordination with flood information sub centre at local level before seasonal
floods.

9.11.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level committees and other key stakeholders.
 Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
 Organise initial assessment for damages and immediate, short term and long term needs
as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
 In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.11.1.3 Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
 Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee and search and rescue
committee to shift the equipments, people, resource material etc. to the safe places during
floods.
 To ensure the disseminating news should show the actual situation of the affected areas
and does not aggregate the community unnecessarily.
 To disseminate the information and orders available from the disaster management
department.
 To arrange field trip of the media persons to identify the news paper and other means to
disseminate the information effectively.
 To give reliable information of the needs of relief materials in the affected areas and
motivating the general public for their support.
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Support with search and rescue, relief programs etc by connecting with nodal agencies
for different essential support functions.
Ensuring adequate facility of efficient and monitoring force in the affected areas.
Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.11.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures is in place and there is no further risk to
life, property and environment due to infrastructure and responsibilities of Information
and PR department. Give status report to EOC and ESF nodal agencies.
 Ensure the maintenance of rural infrastructure has been owned by community level
committees and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, DMTs, ESF nodal
agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and leanings.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
 Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
 Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
 Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.11.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources like equipments and resource material, finances etc
used for emergency purpose are accounted and recouped as soon as possible.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.11.2

DRR and Mitigation Actions:

9.11.2.1 Mainstreaming
Development:

Disaster

Risk

Reduction

(DRR)

into

Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
Liaison with the press, Issue of press notes,
 Ensure the extension offices are
bulletins to the press, review of the tone and
earthquake and flood resilient.
temper of Kannada , English and Hindi news
 Ensuring there is power back up for the
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papers published in the newspapers,
Submission of fortnightly confidential report of
government
about
the
policy
of
Kannada,English and Hindi newspapers
published in the state.
Visit of press representatives to different areas,
arrangement of press conference, publication
and display of classified advertisements in
newspapers and centralised payment of bills
thereof.
Publication of public literature, i.e. pamphlet,
poster, hoarding brochure etc. In different
languages regarding the a c h i e v e m e n t s a
n d d e v e l o p m e n t programmes of the
state govt, Publicity of the achievements of the
state govt. within and outside the state through
cultural programme, Publicity of the cultural
and economic development of Karnataka in
different languages through magazines

printing,
recording
communications.

and

Hi tech/ disaster resilient instruments for
communication

Ensuring Hoardings, pamphlet etc. are water
proof and can withstand harsh climate

9.11.2.2 Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Priority Actions
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish a flood and drought warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for
disaster management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop flood and drought early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Disseminating the early warning to the villages through the media and
telecommunication systems. For this the department must have Liaisoning with the
private and govt. media, private telecommunication companies, film industries etc.
 Training of district staff in DRR knowledge, maintenance of websites regularly.
 The department must ensure the right information is being exchanged between the
community and govt.
 The department must ensure the information on public schemes is being shared with the
public through the websites and other means, disseminating the information on
preparedness and DRR to the villages/community through the media and
telecommunication systems. For this the department must have liaisoning with the private
and govt. media, private telecommunication companies, film industries etc. The
documentary or any research on hazard and vulnerability must be shared with other
departments.
 Office plan for its operation during emergency times, the department must ensure the
media goes to the interior to gather any information, while doing any research the media
and other PR agencies must involve the panchayats.
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Allocation of separate fund for disaster management, so that the essential reconstruction
work can be started early after any emergency situation.
Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.

9.11.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
 Organise periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
 Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
 Analyse past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could have
been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
 Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
 Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.11.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective:To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become in accessible due to
disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
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Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.11.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
 To ensure the safety of own building and property.
 To disseminate the information regarding the do's and don'ts of disaster among the
general public.
 The Zila Sampark Adhikari must highlight the vulnerable areas in their documentary.
 To collect the information from the Metrological department and disseminate the signs of
any alertness and warning.
 To collect the weather bulletins and disseminate the same to keep the general public
aware of the actual situation during flood.
 Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
 Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.

9.11.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.11.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan.
………………

9.12 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions -Labour Resource Department
9.12.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.12.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 To direct the officers of all levels in the department, for high level preparedness to ensure
the safety of buildings of department and other assets.
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To appoint one communication officer to coordinate with the emergency control room of
the disaster management department.
To direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to
the sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other
local administration.
Informing the relevant offices and people about daily weather and also issuing the press
bulletin on this matter.
Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
Establish coordination with flood information centre at district level.
Establish coordination with flood information sub centre at local.

9.12.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level committees and other key stakeholders.
 Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
 Organise initial assessment for damages and immediate, short term and long term needs
as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
 In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.12.1.3

Actions for Unified Response to emergency:

Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
 Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee and search and rescue
committee to shift the labours to the safe places during floods, chemical and industrial
disaster etc.
 Storage of resources at safe and comfortable places so that the damaged storage could be
easily rehabilitated.
 Assessment of the damages to the labours and addressing their grievances.
 Protect the vulnerable groups like women, children from any kind of exploitation and
sexual harassment
 Support with search and rescue, relief programs etc by connecting with nodal agencies
for different essential support functions.
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Ensuring adequate facility of efficient and monitoring force (labour associations) in the
affected areas.
Identify disaster resilient livelihood options for the affected labours.
Provide disaster resilient evacuation shelter to the labours.
Ensure that the labours are getting minimum wages and adequate time to rest.
Provide free medical care to the labours under ESI Corporation.
Ensuring adequate facility of efficient and monitoring force in the affected areas.
Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.12.1.4

Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:

Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures is in place and there is no further risk to
life, property and environment due to infrastructure and responsibilities of labour
resource department. Give status report to EOC and ESF nodal agencies.
 Ensure the safety of vulnerable groups, and must be reunited with their families.
 Ensure the implementation of law and order and adequate monitoring mechanism are in
place to check any exploitation of labours.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, DMT, ESF nodal
agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and learning.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
 Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
 Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
 Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.12.1.5

Recovery Actions:

Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources like equipments, and resource material, finances etc
used for emergency purpose are accounted and recouped as soon as possible.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.12.2 DRR and Mitigation actions:
9.12.2.1 Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
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Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Implementation of Labour Laws.

Mainstreaming DRR Actions
 Implement the law on use of hazardous
chemicals
and
materials
and
permissible standard of work place to
reduce the risk of exposure to harmful
chemical.
Social Security measures
 Provide financial security to the
vulnerable groups like widowed,
orphan, aged.
 Provide disaster resistance to the
vulnerable labours .
Interventions in matters of labour exploitation,
 Find out the most vulnerable groups at
like bonded labour and migrant and child
work place and take preventive
labour
measures to protect them from any
exploitation.
Creation of skilled labour force by imparting
 Provide training and awareness on fire
training through I.T.I.s.
safety, First Aid and other preventive
measures to the labours.
Maintaining database and providing
 Finding and promoting alternative
employment to unemployed person through
disaster resilient livelihood options to
Employment Exchanges.
the people.
Medical care of workers insured on the ESI
 Cover the health problems which may
Corporation
cause due to any emergency under the
ESI Corporation.

9.12.2.2 Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Priority Actions:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish an emergency warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for disaster
management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Ensure to keep the hazardous materials in safe places to ensure the safety of the labours,
the block officer must provide technical and legal advise to the labours,
 Provide training and awareness among the labours on safety measures.
 Awareness on the management of hazardous substances, promoting the rules and
regulations on minimum standard at work place.
 Training in adopting modern and disaster resilient technology.
 Find out the vulnerable groups at work places and take measures to protect them from
any exploitation.
 Ensure effective implementation of law on abolition of child labour to reduce the risk of
exploitation of children during any emergency.
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Risk and vulnerability analysis of the work places and allocation of separate fund for
disaster management, so that the essential reconstruction work can be started early after
any emergency situation.
 Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
 Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
 Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.
9.12.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
 Organise periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
 Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
 Analyse past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could have
been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
 Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
 Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.12.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become in accessible due to
disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
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Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.12.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions: Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific
action plans for the same.
 Ensure to check the fire fighting safety measures and other safety measures are being
followed by the factories, industries etc.
 Ensure that there is a safe evacuation site or shelter at the work place so that the workers
can take shelter in case of any emergency.
 Ensuring there is sufficient stock of resources to support the labours in case of any need.
 Identifying the vulnerable groups which are more vulnerable to exploitation, harassment
and make an action plan to protect them.
 Find out the risk and vulnerability of the work places and suggest preventive measures
accordingly
 Make an arrangement to address the grievance of the labours.
 Stockpile and preposition other necessary repairing material at safe place for the
immediate repairs.
 Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
 Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.

9.12.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.12.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan
……………..

9.13 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions -Panchayati Raj Department
9.13.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.13.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
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To direct the officers of all levels in the department, for high level preparedness to ensure
the safety of buildings of department and other assets.
To appoint one communication officer to coordinate with the emergency control room of
the disaster management department.
To direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to
the sub division officers, Deputy Commissioner, disaster management agencies and other
local administration.
Informing the relevant offices and people about daily weather and also issuing the press
bulletin on this matter.
Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
Establish coordination with flood information centre at district level before the seasonal
floods.
Establish coordination with flood information sub centre at local level before seasonal
floods.

9.13.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level committees and other key stakeholders.
 Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
 Organise initial assessment for damages and immediate, short term and long term needs
as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
 In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.13.1.3 Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
 Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee and search and rescue
committee to shift the equipments, people, resource material etc. to the safe places during
floods.
 The district panchayati raj officer must make the contact nos. of the representatives of
panchayat available to the nodal officers of other department.
 The district panchayati raj officer must apprise the responsible officer or incident
commander of the demographic data and the type of resources present in the panchayat.
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Generating employment opportunities for the displaced people or people who have lost
their means of livelihood.
Support with search and rescue, relief programs etc by connecting with nodal agencies
for different essential support functions.
Ensuring adequate facility of efficient and monitoring force in the affected areas.
Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.13.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures is in place and there is no further risk to
life, property and environment due to infrastructure and responsibilities of panchayati raj
department. Give status report to EOC and ESF nodal agencies.
 Ensure the maintenance of rural infrastructure has been owned by community level
committees and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, DMTs, ESF nodal
agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and leanings.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
 Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
 Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
 Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.13.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources like equipments and resource material, finances etc
used for emergency purpose are accounted and recouped as soon as possible.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.13.2

DRR and Mitigation actions:

9.13.2.1 Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
To strengthen the Panchayat Raj Institutions as
 Ensure all construction is earthquake
units of self governance, capable of planning
resilient.
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All weathered roads.
Earthquake
and
flood
resistant
technology in the construction of
houses.
The panchayati raj department must
take all the DRR measures before
drawing the Resettlement policy frame
work, where the land is acquired for the
welfare of panchayat.

9.13.2.2 Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Priority Actions:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish a flood and drought warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for
disaster management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop flood and drought early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Training of departmental staff in DRR knowledge.
 The Panchayati raj department must ensure there is inclusion of DRR in the various
projects and schemes
 The Panchayati Raj office besides doing capacity building in various areas must strive for
strengthening the panchayats in DRR.
 The panchayati raj department must train or arrange training for the elected
representatives in relevant subjects including DRR so that it becomes easy for them to
adopt new agriculture practices or any other technology which is implemented by various
departments.
 Allocation of separate fund for disaster management, so that the essential reconstruction
work can be started early after any emergency situation.
 Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
 Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
 Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.

9.13.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
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Organise periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
Analyse past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could have
been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.13.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become in accessible due to
disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
 Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.
9.13.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
 The district panchayati raj officer must ensure that he has the demographic data,
resources and geographic profile of the panchayat in detail.
 The panchayati raj department must ensure the elected representatives of the panchayats,
panchayat samitis and zila parishad get their individual funds and other official funds
regularly and on time.
 The district panchayati raj officer must help the panchayats for arranging any technical
guidance or for any other purpose.
 Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
 Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.
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9.13.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.13.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan
……………..

9.14 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions - PRED Department
9.14.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.14.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 To direct the officers of all levels in the department, for high level preparedness to ensure
the safety of buildings of department and other assets.
 To appoint one communication officer to coordinate with the emergency control room of
the disaster management department.
 To direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to
the sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other
local administration.
 Informing the relevant offices and people about daily weather and also issuing the press
bulletin on this matter.
 Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
 Establish coordination with flood information centre at district level before the seasonal
floods.
 Establish coordination with flood information sub centre at local level before seasonal
floods.

9.14.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
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If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level committees and other key stakeholders.
Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
Organise initial assessment for damages and immediate, short term and long term needs
as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.14.1.3 Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
 Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee and water and sanitation
committee to analyse the information as immediate, short term and long term needs for
each of the WASH areas: Water, Sanitation, Hygiene promotion, Solid Waste
Management.
 Identify the appropriate water sources like Hand pumps, bore wells, Wells, Water bodies
etc. considering the quantity of water required and the time for which dependency is
going to be high on this water point.
 Establish the mechanism to deliver the minimum requirements such as15 Liters per
person per day average consumption of water, two containers of 10-20 liters capacity for
each family.
 Supply of family hygiene kits.
 Send technical teams in disaster affected areas to repair and maintain hand pumps and
other drinking water sources.
 Ensure provision of pure drinking water by tankers and other means if the general water
supply system in the disaster affected areas has been collapsed/ damaged.
 Ensure cleaning and disinfecting all the water sources in the disaster affected areas.
 Supply safe drinking water to the hospitals and other life line buildings/places.
 Ensure distributing sufficient quantity of bleaching powder in the relief camps/shelters.
 Ensure early restoration of all the hand pumps and other drinking water supply systems in
the disaster affected areas.
 Measures for vector control like use of chemical spray, clearing and/or modifying vector
breeding/resting sites, fly control measures etc.
 Steps for the immunization against tetanus, hepatitis B and other diseases.
 Establish a system for the collection and disposal of solid waste.
 Measures for the dignified disposal of the dead bodies and animal carcass.
 Ensuring adequate facility of efficient and monitoring force in the affected areas.
 Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.14.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
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Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures is in place and there is no further risk to
life, property and environment due to infrastructure and responsibilities of animal and
fisheries department. Give status report to EOC and ESF nodal agencies.
 Ensure the maintenance of water and sanitation infrastructure has been owned by
community level committees and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, health committee, ESF
nodal agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and leanings.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
 Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
 Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
 Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.14.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources like equipments, bleaching powder, other chemicals
and PRED resource material, finances etc used for emergency purpose are accounted and
recouped as soon as possible.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.14.2

DRR and Mitigation actions:

9.14.2.1 Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
 Drinking water supply.
 Ensure all water structures are
earthquake resilient.
 Repairing of non-functional and
damage water resource.
 PHED extension centres must be flood
and earthquake resistant.
 Supply of bleaching powder, Chlorine
and Halogen tablets.
 Identification of safe areas for laying
pipelines or boring wells, hand pumps
or establishing tap system.
 Sanitation facility.
 Construction of flood and earthquake
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Design and implementation of solid
waste disposal program.






Construction of toilets and installing hand
pumps or other water resource structure




resistant toilets and sewage system.
Identification of safe solid waste
management sites.
Take measures to reduce erosion risks.
Assess disaster risks due to any new
construction or maintenance activity.
Protection of embankments of the
ponds and rivers.
The hand pumps should be installed on
raised platforms.
The toilet should be constructed on
elevated grounds or raised platform.

9.14.2.2 Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Priority Actions:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish the flood and drought warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for
disaster management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop flood and drought early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Establish mechanisms for the delivery of safe drinking water, halogen tablets, and
bleaching powder in the relief camps/shelters in disaster probable areas.
 Establish a contingency fund in the department.
 The Department must try to construct hazard specific sanitation so that the available
services can be utilized in a proper manner.
 Identification of suitable land for solid waste management and awareness in the
community on this subject.
 Most of the diseases during the emergency are water born vector diseases, keeping
community healthy and hygiene could only be possible through safe drinking water
supply and eco-friendly sanitation facility.
 The department must also stress for the provision for management of issues like disposal
of solid/liquid waste.
 Raise prior awareness amongst the community about how to treat water sources, using
chlorine tablets, store safe water etc.
 While construction of sanitary facility or hand pumps the PHED should also keep
genders and disabled community in their technical operation.
 Allocation of separate fund for disaster management, so that the essential reconstruction
work can be started early after any emergency situation.
 Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
 Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
 Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.
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9.14.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
 Organise periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
 Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
 Analyse past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could have
been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
 Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
 Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.14.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become in accessible due to
disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
 Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc

9.14.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
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Identify disaster affected areas in the district and install/repair sufficient number of hand
pumps to ensure regular supply of pure drinking water among the community.
Measures to protect the solid waste management sites.
Review the stock of hand pump repair tool kits and bleaching powder at every quarter
and ensure pre positioning of sufficient stock in the department.
Promote usage of low cost sanitary toilets in the disaster affected areas in the district.
Preposition sufficient stock of hand pump and low cost sanitary toilet models to be
distributed and used in the relief camps and shelters.
Stockpile and preposition other necessary repairing material at safe place for the
immediate repairs.
Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this,
placement of the items at safe places.

9.14.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.14.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan.
…………..

9.15 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions - Planning and Development
Department
9.14.1

Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:

9.15.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 To direct the officers of all levels in the department, for high level preparedness to ensure
the safety of buildings of department and other assets.
 To appoint one communication officer to coordinate with the emergency control room of
the disaster management department.
 To direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to
the sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other
local administration.
 Informing the relevant offices and people about daily weather and also issuing the press
bulletin on this matter.
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Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
Establish coordination with flood information centre at district level before the seasonal
floods.
Establish coordination with flood information sub centre at local level before seasonal
floods.

9.15.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level committees and other key stakeholders.
 Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
 Organise initial assessment for damages and immediate, short term and long term needs
as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
 In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.15.1.3 Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
 Coordinate with respective GP disaster management committee and planning and
development committee to identify the safer evacuation sites and formulate plan to
evacuate the affected people, livestock to the safer sites.
 Storage of material resources at safe and comfortable places so that the damaged storage
could be easily rehabilitated
 Assessment of the number of affected people and execute a plan to arrange food, shelter
and other basic necessity.
 Assessment of the damaged dams, drainage system, water channels, government
buildings etc. and implement plan to arrange the resources to make them functional.
 Support with search and rescue, relief programs etc by connecting with nodal agencies
for different essential support functions.
 Ensuring adequate facility of efficient and monitoring force in the affected areas
 Developing the plan for reconstruction of the damaged structures and establishments.
 Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.15.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response
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Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures is in place and there is no further risk to
life, property and environment due to infrastructure and responsibilities of animal
planning and development department. Give status report to EOC and ESF nodal
agencies.
 Ensure the maintenance of seeds, food, grains, manure needs etc. have been owned by
community level committees and adequate monitoring mechanisms are in place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, DMT, ESF nodal
agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and leanings.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
 Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
 Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
 Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.
9.15.1.5 Recovery Actions
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources like equipments, seeds, food, fertilizer, agriculture
resource material, finances etc used for emergency purpose are accounted and recouped
as soon as possible.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.15.2DRR and Mitigation actions:
9.15.1.1 Mainstreaming DRR into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
Formulation of state five year plan,
 Formulate risk reduction measures like
coordination with five 5 year plan and annual
installation of early warning systems at
plan
all levels, disaster resistance buildings
five year etc in the state plan.
 Assess the vulnerability of the district
and coordinate with the committees
working on five year plan and annual
plan in introducing risk reduction
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measures in the plans e.g. find out the
risk of existing embankments and
incorporate the reparation, retrofitting
and construction of disaster resilient
embankments in the plans.
Carry out developmental projects
 Construction of disasters resilient
infrastructure etc in the developmental
projects like housing.
 Ensure that the developmental work
carrying out doesn't aggravate any
hazard.
Assessment and allocation of resources for the 10 Assess the hazard vulnerability of the
Plan
areas and allocate resources for the
formulation of plan to carry out risk
reduction measures.
Regional development and District Plans
11 Inclusion of disaster risk reduction
measures like construction of disaster
resilient buildings, bridges etc in the
regional development and district plans.
Empowered Committee and Externally
12 Assist the committees and externally
Aided Projects.
aided projects working on DRR.

9.15.1.2 DRR Priority Actions:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
Key Actions:
 Establish an emergency warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for disaster
management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national
agencies especially to develop early warning information.
 Incorporate the risk reduction measures in the entire plan.
 Inclusion of risk reduction measures in the on going developmental projects.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Store the material resources at safe places.
 Awareness on the inclusion of risk reduction measures so that all concerned departments
can incorporate the risk reduction measures in all the developmental works.
 Training in adopting modern and disaster resilient technology to the departmental staffs,
community people etc.
 Allocation of separate fund for disaster management, so that the essential reconstruction
work can be started early after any emergency situation.
 Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
 Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
 Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.
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9.15.1.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
 Organise periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
 Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
 Analyse past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could have
been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
 Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
 Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.15.1.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become in accessible due to
disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
 Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.15.1.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
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Ensuring there is sufficient stock of material resources and infrastructure in the disaster
prone areas.
Ensuring there is sufficient equipments and tools for the repairing of non functional
machines and equipments.
Identifying the on going projects which are vulnerable to any disaster and take structural
mitigation measures to reduce the risk.
Identify the sites which are safe to evacuate the people in case of any emergency.
Identify the less vulnerable areas and formulate plan to relocate the people living in
vulnerable areas.
Stockpile and preposition other necessary repairing material at safe place for the
immediate repairs.
Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places

9.15.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

7.15.4Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan.
……………..

9.16 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions - Police Department
9.16.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.16.1.1 Actions on receipt o Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
 Informing the relevant offices and people about law and order and also issuing the press
bulletin on this matter.
 Establish emergency operating centre at district level on receipt of any warning.
 Establish sub centre at local level and involve the community in maintaining law and
order.
 Appointing a departmental person as a nodal person to coordinate with the EOC.
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Keep regular contact with Sub- Divisional Commissioner, District Magistrate, SubDivisional Officer and to provide support to the local government and disaster
management committee.
Activate the wireless facilities to transmit the information related to disaster.

9.16.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level committees on law and order and other key stakeholders.
 Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
 Organise initial assessment for damages and immediate, short term and long term needs
as and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
 In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.16.1.3 Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
 Participate in search and rescue, evacuation operation in close coordination with local
administrative.
 Provide extra force to maintain law and order, safety of relief materials, people and
damaged important buildings and vulnerable areas in the disaster affected areas.
 Make arrangement for emergency transportation facility and help the local administration
in rescuing the injured people and to dispose the dead bodies.
 Keep an eye on the anti national elements and support the local administration in
operations against profit makers, black marketing and protecting the interest of the poor.
 Regularly monitor the security of the vulnerable groups against exploitation and violation
of human rights.
 Ensure to make arrangement to reunite the families.
 Maintain law and order during distribution of relief materials and ensure safety of people
in the relief camps
 Take measures to combat the rumors during disaster situation.
 Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.
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9.16.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures is in place and there is no further risk to
life, property and environment under the responsibilities of police department. Give
status report to EOC and ESF nodal agencies.
 Ensure that the law and order is maintained at a community level and adequate
monitoring mechanisms are in place.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, ESF nodal agencies, EOC
and other stakeholders. Document response activities and learnings.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
 Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
 Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
 Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.16.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement actions to maintain law and order during recovery period.
 Ensure that there is no discrimination while distributing recovery packages.
 Ensure the departmental resources like equipments (weapons etc), materials, finances etc
used for emergency purpose are accounted and recouped as soon as possible.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into departmental functions and programs and refer to DRR actions to
minimize future risks.

9.16.2

DRR and Mitigation actions:

9.16.2.1 Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions:
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
Key Activities of the Department
 Assess the risk to law and order for any
emergency situation.
 Ensure effective and adequate force is
available to maintain the law and order
in case of any emergency
Maintaining law and order
 Train the force to tackle the possible
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Protecting human rights of the citizen


Prevention and detection of crime





Combating extremist and anti national
activities





Creating work environment and work ethic

human right violation that can emerge
during any emergency situation.
Assess the vulnerable groups (children,
women, aged) and make an action plan
to protect them.
Detect the extremist and anti national
activities that can take advantage
during disaster and take preventive
measures to combat such elements.
Assess the vulnerable areas and people
( e.g. children are vulnerable to recruit
in armed groups by anti national
elements) and make aaction plan to
safeguard them.
Organise mass campaign to promote
humanism, work ethics to reduce the
risk the of exploitation of poor and
other vulnerable groups.

9.16.2.2 Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Priority Actions
Key Actions:
 Establish an emergency warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for disaster
management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
to develop early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
 Assess the vulnerable areas, people to safeguard their interest.
 Maintenance of law and order to protect the rights of the citizen.
 Scope the budget for the maintenance of law and order.
 Define standards/ benchmarks to measure departments' performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
 Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
 Conduct regular mock drill and ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency
response.

9.16.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
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Organise periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
Analyse past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could have
been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.16.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
 All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
 Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
 Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become inaccessible due to disaster.
 Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
 Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.16.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identify potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
 Identify the most vulnerable areas to fire and other disasters and prepare the police force
for emergency search and rescue operation.
 Provide regular training in primary health care and in evacuation, search and rescue to the
police force to make them alert.
 Ensure adequate number and trained forces are available with adequate and modernized
weapons and equipments.
 Stockpile and preposition other necessary repairing material at safe place for the
immediate repairs.
 Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
 Awareness to the officials on the safety of life, human rights violation, material,
equipments and for this placement of the items at safe places.
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Establish Special Disaster Response Force/ Battalion and deploy them at right place for
search and rescue work under the District Police Force.
Identify the important establishment of police force in the vulnerable areas and take
necessary steps to protect them.
Identify the vehicles for road and water transportation and prepare to send them in
affected areas during any emergency time.

9.16.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.16.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan
……………….

9.17 Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions -Post and Telegraph Department
9.17.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.17.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 To direct the officers of all levels in the department, for high level preparedness to ensure
the safety of buildings of department and other assets.
 To appoint one communication officer to coordinate with the emergency control room of
the disaster management department.
 To direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to
the sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other
local administration.
 Informing the relevant offices and people about daily weather and also issuing the press
bulletin on this matter.
 Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
 Establish coordination with flood information centre at district level before the seasonal
floods.
 Establish coordination with flood information sub centre at local level before seasonal
floods.

9.17.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
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The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level committees and other key stakeholders.
Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular do not compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
Organise initial assessment for damages and immediate, short term and long term needs
as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.

9.17.1.3 Actions for Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To implement the plans for immediate, short term and long term response needs.
Key Actions:
 Coordinate with DDMA, respective GP disaster management committee and search and
rescue committee to shift the equipments, people, resource material etc. to the safe places
during floods.
 Provide the banking and insurance services to the affected people.
 Provide the services of e-posts, electronic transfer of money, other electronic or
telegraphic services to the affected people.
 Ensuring adequate facility of efficient and monitoring force in the affected areas.
 Ensuring that the affected communities are able to contact their relatives in distant places.
 Keep a vigil also on the areas not affected by disaster.

9.17.1.4 Actions for deactivation of Unified Emergency Response:
Objective: To deactivate emergency response and prepare to shift the focus towards recovery
issues.
Key Actions:
 Check if all the immediate life saving measures is in place and there is no further risk to
life, property and environment due to infrastructure and responsibilities of post and
telegraph department. Give status report to EOC and ESF nodal agencies.
 Ensure that the department of post and telegraph is functioning normally.
 Evaluate Emergency response in consultation with community, DMTs, ESF nodal
agencies, EOC and other stakeholders. Document response activities and leanings.
 In consultation with EOC and other ESF nodal agencies deactivate the emergency
response actions.
 Reallocate the departmental resources (Human, Materials and Financial) to normal time
activities.
 Initiate planning to recover the disaster loses to the department, immediate recouping the
resources (materials and finances) used during the emergencies.
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Initiate planning for early and long term recovery actions as per the damage assessment.

9.17.1.5 Recovery Actions:
Objective: To ensure the damage and losses of the department due to disaster are recovered in a
planned, sustainable and more resilient way.
Key Actions:
 Analyze the damage assessment and recovery package announced by the government.
 Implement recovery plans.
 Ensure the departmental resources like equipments and resource material, finances etc
used for emergency purpose are accounted and recouped as soon as possible.
 Support recovery and rehabilitation efforts to help communities recover from the disaster
impact and in build back better.
 Incorporate lessons learnt into future planning and preparedness actions.
 Mainstream DRR into new development programs and refer to DRR actions to minimize
future risks.

9.17.2 DRR and Mitigation actions:
9. 17.2.1 Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) into Development:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction is mainstreamed in key activities of the department.
Key Actions
Key Activities of the Department
Mainstreaming DRR Actions
Mails Services - Letters, postcards, Inland
 Ensure all the post offices or any
letter cards, book packets, value payable post,
establishment is earthquake resilient.
parcels, Flat Rate Box, Logistics Post, ePost,
 Earthquake
and
flood
resistant
Speed Post, Business Post, Direct Post, Bill
technology in the construction of rural
Mail Service, Express Parcel Post, Sale of
post offices.
postage stamps and postal stationery etc
 Assess disaster risks due to any new
construction or maintenance activity.
 The flood specific designing of the post
offices which are located in the flood
prone areas or low lying areas.
Money Transfer – Money Order, Instant
 Installation of alternate sources of
money order, MO Videsh, Indian Postal Order
energy for the power back up.
Small Savings Schemes and Savings
Certificates Postal Life Insurance and Rural
Postal Life Insurance

9.17.2.2 Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Priority Actions:
Objective: To ensure disaster risk reduction priority actions are carried out during non disaster
times.
key Actions:
 Establish a flood and drought warning cell in the department and a nodal officer for
disaster management.
 Establish coordination and liaison with other relevant departments, ESF nodal and
support agencies, community level committees, other districts, state and national agencies
especially to develop flood and drought early warning information.
 Establish and practice protocols for Early Warning approval and dissemination.
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Training of departmental staff in DRR knowledge.
Ensuring that the power back up is there for the continuation of the work.
Computerization of rural and remote post offices.
Sending the e- message to the govt. department in emergencies.
Location of public documents such as insurance papers, postal orders, important parcels
at safe places.
The post and telegraph department must ensure there is inclusion of DRR features in rural
post offices.
Functioning of post office from safe building in order to provide the unhindered banking
services to the people.
Allocation of separate fund for disaster management, so that the essential reconstruction
work can be started early after any emergency situation.
Define standards/ benchmarks to measure department's performance on risk reduction
activities and emergency response capacities.
Build awareness among the departmental staff, communities and the key stakeholders
engaged with the department on potential disaster risks and measures to reduce the risk.
Ensure sufficient preparedness is there for emergency response.

9 .17.2.3 Capacity Building Actions:
Objective: To build sufficient capacities within the department staff and other stakeholders to be
able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction and emergency
response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
 Maintain the roaster of all resources (Human, Programs, Finances and Materials) of the
department that could be used for disaster risk reduction and emergency response
activities.
 Coordinate with DDMA, IAGs and other agencies for nomination of the department staff
in the specialist trainings being organized from time to time by different agencies.
 Organise periodic mock drills of the Department Staff and key stakeholders for different
contingency situations.
 Take part in block and district level mock drills and capacity building programs
organized by District authorities from time to time.
 Analyse past experiences of the Department to know what went well and what could have
been done better for risk reduction and emergency response by the department.
 Document it as lessons learnt annually and after every disaster.
 Develop a minimum inventory list required for achieving desired performance standards
and develop a plan to acquire it over next few years.
 Create mechanism for regular Inspection and maintenance of equipments and acquisition
of new equipment as per your minimum inventory list for disaster risk reduction.

9.17.2.4 Functional Continuity Actions:
Objective: To ensure that the department is able to quickly recover from the impact of disaster
and remains functional during disaster time.
Key Actions:
 Define Rules and regulations for functioning of the department especially during disaster
time.
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All department staff shall nominate his/her buddy to take on the additional activities of
his/her buddy, in case of any eventuality and/or absence of the member.
Define protocols for normal time activities in non affected areas and emergency activities
in disaster affected areas, sharing of the work load for above arrangement, special
measures like additional budgets, human resources etc for disaster times.
Identify safe building/location for operational work and meetings of the key department
staff, if the department offices and working premises become in accessible due to
disaster.
Secure important files and information of the department. Create backups, wherever
possible.
Develop mechanism for quick sharing of information among department staff. If working
on mobile networks, develop alternative mechanism/s for exchange of information
especially during emergencies like Ham radio, community networks etc.

9.17.2.5 Emergency Preparedness Actions:
Objective: To identification potential emergency situations and be prepared for response.
Key Actions:
 Identify potential emergency situations. Make references to contingency specific action
plans for the same.
 To ensure the safety of own building and property.
 The post and telegraph department must ensure that the temporary construction work or
retrofitting has been done to the vulnerable buildings.
 The post and telegraph department must have the arrangements (vehicles, boats,
generator and equipments) to move parcels, packets or sending e- posts.
 Keep the equipments, telephone, telex, wireless etc. functional and ready.
 Awareness to the officials for the safety of life, material, equipments and for this
placement of the items at safe places.


9.17.3 Coordination and Integration:
The department shall appoint a nodal officer for coordination with other agencies. He shall
essentially coordinate and consult with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies, officer in charge
of IRS sections, Inter agency group, and community level committees especially in affected
areas and other important stakeholders of the department.
The departmental efforts integrate with overall planning and actions at district level through
mechanism like Incident Response System (IRS) and Unified Response of Inter Agency Group.

9.17.4 Accountability:
The head of the department, officers at various levels and the nodal officer appointed for the
disaster management by the department shall be responsible for all plans and implementation of
plans and decisions taken from time to time for the same.
The nodal officer shall submit periodic reports to EOC as listed in annexure of DRR action plan
and Emergency action plan.
……………..
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9.18

Emergency Response, Recovery Actions & DRR
Mitigation Actions - Rural Development
Department

9.18.1 Emergency Response and Recovery Actions:
9.18.1.1 Actions on receipt of Early Warning:
Objective: To monitor the situation, develop and disseminate information on early warning.
Key Actions:
 To direct the officers of all levels in the department, for high level preparedness to ensure
the safety of buildings of department and other assets.
 To appoint one communication officer to coordinate with the emergency control room of
the disaster management department.
 To direct the officers of all level in the department to provide support and regular help to
the sub division officers, district magistrate, disaster management agencies and other
local administration.
 Informing the relevant offices and people about daily weather and also issuing the press
bulletin on this matter.
 Support in dissemination of Early Warning information once approved by DDMA.
 Establish coordination with flood information centre at district level before the seasonal
floods.
 Establish coordination with flood information sub centre at local level before seasonal
floods.

9.18.1.2 Actions on activation of Unified Response to emergency:
Objective: To activate the Unified Emergency Response and take necessary actions for
immediate response.
Key Actions:
 The nodal officer for disaster management in the department shall be responsible for
coordination with EOC, ESF nodal and support agencies and other departments. Appoint
additional staff to support him as required for the situation.
 Develop periodic situation report and share with EOC and DDMA.
 If EOC at district level declares it as an emergency situation and Unified Response is
activated, disseminate the information to all staff, key stakeholders etc.
 Call for a coordination meeting of key officer to take stock of the situation, impact of
disaster on department capacity, immediate actions for response like need and damage
assessments, coordination with ESF and Incident response system /EOC, coordination
with community level committees and other key stakeholders.
 Divide work among the current staff to take care of normal time work and emergency
work. In particular donot compromise preventive and preparedness actions in non
emergency areas.
 Organise initial assessment for damages and immediate, short term and long term needs
as per the format enclosed and share it with EOC and other key stakeholders.
 In consultation with EOC and ESF nodal and support agencies, plan response actions as
per immediate, short term and long term needs.
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